Understanding epidemic dynamics has always been a challenge. As witnessed from 1 the ongoing Zika or the seasonal Influenza epidemics, we still need to improve our analytical 2 methods to better understand and control epidemics. While the emergence of complex sciences 3 in the turn of the millennium have resulted in their implementation in modelling epidemics, there 4 is still a need for improving our understanding of critical dynamics in epidemics. In this study, 5 using agent-based modelling, we simulate a Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) epidemic on a 6 homogeneous network. We use transfer entropy and active information storage from information 7 dynamics framework to characterise the critical transition in epidemiological models. Our study shows that both (bias-corrected) transfer entropy and active information storage maximise after 9 the critical threshold (R 0 = 1). This is the first step toward an information dynamics approach 10 to epidemics. Understanding the dynamics around the criticality in epidemiological models can 11 provide us insights about emergent diseases and disease control. 
Introduction

15
The mathematical modelling of epidemics dates back to mid-18th century [1] , while it was Kermack and McKendrick [2] who studied Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) model, being the first to use the formal models of epidemics, known generally as compartmental mean-field models [3] . In these models, the population is categorised into distinct groups, depending on their infection status: susceptible individuals are the ones who has never had the infection and can have it upon contact with infected individuals, infected individuals have the infection and can transmit it to the susceptible individuals, and recovered individuals are those have recovered from the infection and are immune since then. This baseline model is captured mathematically by the following set of ODEs:
they were crucial in understanding the epidemic threshold: an epidemic with the dynamics as 23 described in equations 1-3 can invade a population only if the initial fraction of the susceptible 24 population is higher than γ/β [2, 3, 6] . The inverse of this value is called 'basic reproductive ratio'
25
(R 0 ) which is defined as "the expected number of secondary cases produced by a typical infected 26 individual during its entire infectious period, in a population consisting of susceptibles only" [7] . An 27 infection will cause an epidemic only if R 0 > 1 (endemic equilibrium) and will die out if R 0 < 1
28
(disease-free equilibrium or extinction) [8] . This is rather intuitive: if each individual transmits the 29 disease to less than one other individual on average, the infected individuals will be removed from 30 the population (for instance, due to recovery) faster than they transmit the disease to the susceptible 31 individuals [9] . However, due to the occurrence of repeated contacts taking place between a typical 32 infective individual and other individuals already infected before, R 0 may overestimate the average 33 number of secondary infections, and so more exact measures may sometimes be required [10] .
34
The epidemic threshold is a well-known result in epidemiology, and can be related to the 35 concepts of phase transitions and critical thresholds in statistical physics [11] . A phase transition 36 is "a sharp change in the properties (state) of a substance (system)" that happens when "there is 37 a singularity in the free energy or one of its derivatives" and occurs through changing a control 38 parameter λ [11, 12] . It is observed in various systems, such as fluid or magnetic phase transitions
39
[12]. The phases are distinguished by the order parameter ρ, which is typically zero in one phase and 40 attains a non-zero value in the other [11] . When the control parameter takes the value λ c , known as 41 critical point, the phase transition occurs such that when λ ≤ λ c , ρ = 0 while λ > λ c , ρ > 0 [11].
42
For instance, in the case of liquid-gas transition, the difference between the densities of liquid and 43 gas becomes zero as the temperature increases above the critical temperature [12] . Relating back to 44 the analogy in epidemiology, we see that an epidemic occurs only if R 0 > 1, as shown in Figure 1 . transitions requires an estimation of the rate of change of the order parameter, often from finite and/or 58 distributed data [15, 16] .
59
Information dynamics [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] is a recently-developed framework based on information theory
60
[22], which shows promise in characterising phase transitions in dynamical systems. For instance,
61
in studies of the order-chaos phase transitions in random Boolean networks (driven by changes in 
83
Here we study the phase transition in a SIS model of epidemics using the information dynamics 84 framework. We model a homogeneous network where a pathogen can spread through contact 85 between the neighbours. Changing the transmissibility of the pathogen between different realisations 86 of the same network while keeping the recovery rate fixed, we use basic reproductive ratio as the 87 control parameter. We track the prevalence of the infection as our order parameter and use the 88 infection status of individuals to calculate the transfer entropy and active information storage.
Materials and Methods
90
Model description
91
We focus on Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) dynamics [30] which were originally defined 92 using the following ODE mean-field model:
where β is the transmission rate, γ is the recovery rate.
94
As described in Section 1 however, such ODE models do not account for contact structure in infected and the epidemiological process is simulated using the Gillespie's Direct Algorithm [31] .
105
For each parameter set (summarised in Disease spreading could be considered as a computational process by which a population "computes" how far a disease will spread, and what the final states (susceptible or recovered) of the various individuals will be once the disease has run its course. The framework of local information dynamics [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] studies how information is intrinsically processed within a system while it is "computing" its new state. Specifically, the information dynamics framework measures how information is stored, transferred and modified within a system during such a computational process. It is a recently-developed framework, based on information theory [22] , and involving a well-established quantity for measuring the uncertainty of a random variable X, known as Shannon entropy, which is written as:
where p i is the probability that X takes the state i. 
128
The information dynamics framework quantifies information transfer, storage and modification, and focusses on their local dynamics at each sample. Information storage is defined as "the amount of information in [an agent's] past that is relevant to predicting its future" while the local active information storage [19] is the local mutual information between an agent's next state (x n+1 ) and its semi-infinite past x (k) n expressed as:
The average active information storage is the expectation value over the ensemble:
On the other hand, information transfer is defined via the transfer entropy [36] as the information provided by the source about the destination's next state in the context of the past of the destination [23], whereas local information transfer from a source Y to a destination X is "the local mutual information between the previous state of the source and the next state of the destination conditioned on the semi-infinite past of the destination", expressed as:
following [17] . The (average) transfer entropy is the expectation value of the local term over the ensemble:
T Y→X = t y→x (n + 1) .
Transfer entropy was recently analysed on SIS dynamics (generated on brain network structures) in 129 order to investigate information flows on different temporal scales [48] .
130
In order to determine which embedding length k is most suitable for our analysis, we seek to set k so as to maximise the average active information storage, as per the criteria presented in [37] . Importantly though, for this criteria to work we need to maximise the bias-corrected active information storage rather than its raw value. Bias-correction pertains to removing the bias in our estimation of A X , i.e. the systematic over-or under-estimation of that quantity as compared to the true value.
Typically, as a mutual information quantity, A X will be overestimated from a finite amount of data, particularly when our embedding length k starts to increase the dimensionality of our state space beyond a point that we have adequately sampled. We can estimate this bias by computing the mutual information between surrogate variables with the same distribution as those we originally consider, but without their original temporal relationship to each other [38] . For A X , one surrogate measurement A s X is made with a shuffled version of the x n+1 samples (but keeping the x (k) n samples fixed), and then repeating to produce a population of surrogate measurements. We label the mean of these surrogate measurements A s X , and our effective or bias-corrected active information storage as:
Subtracting out bias using surrogates was proposed earlier for the transfer entropy as the "effective transfer entropy" [39] , simply referred to as "bias-corrected transfer entropy" here. Computing the bias-corrected transfer entropy T Y→X is performed in a similar fashion to A X : first, surrogates T s Y→X are computed using a shuffled version of the source samples y n while holding the destination time series fixed (to retain the destination past-next relationship via p(x n+1 |x (k) n )), then the mean of the surrogate measurements T s Y→X is computed, before computing the effective or bias-corrected transfer entropy as:
To perform the information dynamics calculations in this study we used the Java Information 
Measuring information dynamics in the SIS model
133
We analysed three simulation runs of the SIS model for each parameter combination and 134 required these runs to be at least 14 time steps of length for R 0 ≤ 1.0 (as these runs did not have 
146
To determine the value of k to use, we calculated the bias-corrected active information storage applying the criteria discussed above, we select k = 7 for the embedding length to be used. 
Results and Discussion
152
In our simulations, the epidemic dies out without any sustained transmission when R 0 < 1.0, 
156
The average transfer entropy is highest after the critical transition (in the supercritical regime),
157
as shown in Figure 3 , reaching its peak at R 0 = 1.8 for k = 7. This result aligns well with the peak in as the dynamics become supercritical, the target neighbour becomes more strongly bound to all of 162 its neighbours collectively, and it becomes more difficult to predict its dynamics based on a single 163 source neighbour alone; as such, the transfer entropy begins to decrease. We also note that the peak 164 in average transfer entropy shifts toward lower R 0 values when the embedding time is shorter (not 165 shown).
166
We see that (raw or non-bias-corrected) average active information storage A X increases after 167 the critical transition, reaching to its peak at R 0 = 1.3 (Figure 3 ).
168
To check whether what we observe for T Y→X and A X was a real effect or due to increased bias as 169 the time-series activity increased (with R 0 ), we examined the bias-corrected average transfer entropy
170
T Y→X and average active information storage A X . This is shown in Figure 4 for embedding length 171 k = 7. The bias-corrected average active information storage shows a similar pattern to A X , however 172 with a sharper peak closer R 0 = 1.2 to the phase transition. This shows that most of what was 173 measured as A X at larger R 0 values was indeed due to increased bias. This is even more striking 174 for the bias-corrected transfer entropy, as we observe a sharp peak at R 0 = 1.2, similar to A X and 175 much earlier than T Y→X (R 0 = 1.8). Therefore, these results suggest that once the disease dynamics 176 reach criticality, the state of each individual first exhibits a large amount of self-predictability from its 177 past (information storage). However, as the dynamics become supercritical, the increasingly chaotic 178 nature of the interactions are reflected in the subsequent decrease in self-predictability.
179
We argue that the transfer entropy captures the extent of the distributed communications of the 180 network-wide computation underlying the epidemic spread, while the active information storage 181 corresponds to its distributed memory. Crucially, the peak of both these information-processing 182 operations (measured with the bias correction) occurs at R 0 = 1.2, rather than the canonical R 0 = 1.0.
183
As mentioned earlier, previous studies of distributed computation and its information-processing ) is shown in blue, the average active information storage (A X ) is shown in gray, and prevalence is shown in red (note the different y-axes). R 0 is shown on the x-axis. After the critical transition both T Y→X and A X increase and reach to a peak (at R 0 = 1.8 and R 0 = 1.3, respectively), and subsequently lower down.
information-processing "capacity" of the underlying computation, at R 0 = 1.2, indicates an upper 188 bound for the critical threshold in the studied finite-size system.
189
In the proper thermodynamic limit, as the size of the system goes to infinity, the canonical Note the different y-axes for both graphs. R 0 is shown on the x-axis. Both A X and A X increase and reach a peak right after the critical transition, and subsequently decrease. T Y→X also increases at the same R 0 value (R 0 = 1.2) as A X and plummets thereafter, whereas T Y→X reaches its highest value later, at R 0 = 1.8
Furthermore, in addition to identifying the peak of information-processing capacity of the 
Conclusion
201
In this paper, we studied the criticality in an SIS epidemic within an information dynamics 202 framework. We argued that the transfer entropy captures the extent of the distributed 203 communications of the network-wide computation and showed that it peaks in the super-critical 204 regime. Similarly, we considered the active information storage as a measure of the distributed 205 memory, observing that its maximum is also attained after the canonical critical transition (R 0 > 1.0).
206
To our knowledge, this is the first study to use information dynamics concepts to characterise 207 critical behaviour in epidemics. Crucially, the concurrence of both peaks, which reflect the maximal 208 information-processing capacity of the underlying coherent computation, at R 0 = 1.2, indicates an 209 upper bound for the critical threshold in the studied finite-size system. This supports a conjecture 210 that in finite-size systems a critical interval (rather than an exact critical threshold) may be a relevant 211 notion.
212
At the time of our study, continuous-time measures of information dynamics were not available.
213
Recently, transfer entropy in continuous-time was formalised with a novel approach [40] . One 214 future avenue for improving our analysis would be using continuous-time measures of information 215 dynamics. Our continuous-time simulation results were binned into discrete time steps in order to 216 conduct an information-dynamic analysis. Therefore, using continuous time measure could reveal 217 novel insights that we missed by the discretisation.
218
We used a very simplistic network topology in this study, where each individual had the same 219 number of undirected connections that were assigned randomly. However, in real-life, a disease 220 can spread in interaction networks that are heterogeneous in terms of the number of contacts (e.g.
221
[41]) or structured differently (e.g. [5, 42] 
